The understanding and manipulation of information at quantum level requires an adequate treatment of phenomena such as qubits stability, singular behavior of Fidelity evolution at the event of quantum phase transitions, tunneling, and parametric dependence of physical observables, such as the magnetization, under control variables manipulation. In the present work we consider the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick model Hamiltonian, useful in the treatment of a kind of single-molecule magnets. Phase transition behavior is treated by means of catastrophe theory. We show that quantum and semiclassical behavior are completely organized by the separatrix of the system. Catastrophe theory and the coherent states formalism represent powerful tools in the analytical treatment of quantum information and its semiclassical behavior. Coherent states of the model demonstrate their importance at the semiclassic critical points. In particular, these states represent very closely the ground state of the system. Coherent qubit states are introduced by means of the coherent state representation of the system states. Singular character of Fidelity, due to tunneling at a phase transition point, can be numerically adjusted very closely to a Lorentzian curve.
than in single qubit dynamics [9, 10] . Likewise, it has also been considered that quantum phase transitions (QPT) at zero temperature are fundamental phenomena [11] extensively studied for many-body systems in their ground state and recently between states through their excitation spectra [12] . In the studies in the nuclear shape problem [13] , phase transitions in quantum systems have gained an expanding interest. At the semiclassical approximation, this singular behavior has been observed in the minima of the corresponding energy surface (ES) associated with the physical system. ES is evaluated as the expectation value of the Hamiltonian in terms of the coherent state formalism. These singularities are found for some critical values of the system parameters as they continuously vary, thus giving the loci of the separatrix on the parameter space.
Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick Hamiltonian (LMG) [14] can represent a two-level system of identical particles interacting through particle-particle and particle-hole channels, where phase transitions from single particle to collective motion can be visualized [15, 16] . A characterization of phase transitions and related accidental degeneracies associated with the LMG model Hamiltonian by means of its associated separatrix was presented in [1] , and quantum energy degeneration of the LMG model Hamiltonian was presented in analytical form as hyperbolae indicating the regions in the Hamiltonian parameter space. A detailed analysis of the behavior of the classical trajectories and quantum properties in the vicinity of the separatirx were studied in [17] . Also, in this last reference, it was shown that the global behavior of the quantum-level structure and their corresponding wave function are described appropriately by means of this separatix. The evolution of the energy surfaces as a function of the control parameters and its relation with the exact quantum states were left as a future work, and part of the present paper presents an approach to this problem. LMG has also been useful in many investigations involving the relation between the classical and quantum properties in many-body systems, quantum phase transition problems, [18] [19] [20] , and in various aspects of quantum information, such as Fidelity [21] , that mathematically is represented by the overlap between two ground states corresponding to a slight difference in their driving parameter. Under a QPT, the ground state of a system undergoes a structural change as a control parameter crosses the corresponding critical point, and Fidelity depends on a small change of the control parameter, that is, quantum criticality promotes a decay of Fidelity [22] .
In the present work we are interested in LMG algebraic model as it was used in the past to study SMM; however, the methods developed here are applicable for general values of the system parameters and other systems in which LMG has been very useful [1, 17] . Here, as a matter of convenience, we limit ourselves to those parameters related to the magnetic properties of the J = 10, Fe 8 SMM, well described by the spin Hamiltonian Eq. (1), and we adopted the parameter values related to those given in [5] . Quantum energy spectrum structure and the corresponding semi-classical ES are intimately related to each other by means of the phase transitions associated with all its critical points. Phase transition behavior, and its character, shall be treated by means of catastrophe theory. General quantum and semiclassical behavior are completely organized by means of the separatrix of the system. We show the combined action of catastrophe theory and coherent state formalisms as a powerful tool in the study of relevant aspects in quantum information, as it is the Fidelity.
Model spin Hamiltonian
LMG Hamiltonian [14] has been successful when treating Fe 8 molecular magnets:
whereĴ z ,Ĵ ± denote the spherical components of the angular momentum operatorĴ ; here, J is the highestĴ z eigenvalue, and , γ , and λ are real numbers representing the interaction strength control parameters. The total energy would grow faster than linearly with J . In order to solve this question, we write an intensive quantity for the Hamiltonian by means of the, 1/J , one-body factors and, 1/(J (2J − 1)), two-body factors. Let the set, {| k }, denote a complete eigenvector states basis for H :
where { k } are the corresponding energy eigenvalues.
Angular-momentum basis
The eigenstates of the operatorĴ z are not in general eigenstates the system described by the Hamiltonian (1). This set, however, also constitutes a complete set of functions and contains (2J + 1) basis vectors, defined as usual: 
These are the Dicke states [23] . In this paper, numerical work shall be realized within Dicke basis. Even though the eigenstates of the system do not have a definite angular momentum,Ĵ z , any one of these has a probability, |c 
Coherent states. Energy surface
A geometrical interpretation of Hamiltonian (1) can be realized by means of a semiclassical approximation established by evaluating the energy expectation value in terms of the coherent states basis [23] : E ± = ζ ± | H |ζ ± . Spin coherent states are defined by variable ζ that represents a point in the complex plane mapped by a stereo-graphical projection of a point on a unit sphere 0 , from one of its poles. Thus, if (x, y, z) are cartesian coordinates of a point over this 0 surface, then (θ, φ) are its polar and azimuthal angles, respectively. Then we have the corresponding coherent state, |ζ ± (x, y) :
where
For a given set of parameter values, the Hamiltonian expectation value, E ± , represents the semiclassical energy surface (ES). A direct evaluation from Eqs. (1) and (5), gives
Here, γ x ≡ γ −λ 4 , and, γ y ≡ γ +λ 4 . This energy E ± (x, y; ), for a given , is considered as a double sheet function of (x, y) variables. The J -, γ -, and λ-values play the role of a fixed parameter set defining a given spin system, as it is the case for Fe 8 molecule; is a control parameter, related to the external magnetic field along the easy axis in this example. Semiclassical equilibrium and its stability properties can be studied considering ES critical points. We shall show that relevant quantum behavior such as energy level structure and magnetization of the system are ruled in the large by ES attributes.
ES critical points. Classical phase transitions
General behavior of the ES, Eq. (6), obtained when the control parameters , γ , and λ, are varied, defines a whole family of functions. A complete analysis of this family of functions can be given by means of the application of catastrophe formalism, and thus we are able to determine the degeneracy of critical points, the bifurcation sets of the energy surface, and the locus of points in the space of control parameters at which a phase transition occurs from one local critical point to another. One can also get the organization of all the critical points, particularly for the equilibrium points, and their stability within the control parameters space. This method was investigated elsewhere for the special case of non-axially symmetric spin systems [24] . The separatrix, or bifurcation set is given in the present work by the loci of critical parameter points: c = 0 , ± x , ± y ; as well as by the critical energy surface (CES), that is, the E ± in Eq. (6) evaluated at all the critical points; all these critical values are given in Table 1 . A plot of the CES is presented in Fig. 1 . In between the regions of the separatrix the behavior of the system remains qualitatively unchanged; but at this loci, sudden classical and quantum behavior changes are observed because equilibria points are either created or destroyed.
The functional form of the minima values of the ES is easily found as:
Coherent state energy minimum goes through a first-order phase transition at the critical parameter = 0 value, as it is clear from Eq. (7). The ratio, E min / g ( ), of this coherent state energy minimum, to the quantum ground state energy, as a function of parameter , shows a close proximity between these values, improving from 99.87 % at = 0, to 100 % in the limit → ±∞.
Quantum vs. semiclassic phase transitions
The energy level structure, and its relation to the corresponding semiclassical ES, is also shown in Fig. 1 ; there, the role of the CES and the separatrix of parameter space is presented. It is important to observe that energy level anticrossings, and staggering, are ruled by the CES regions. In this sense, CES can be considered as part of the separatrix. A CES region is observed where the Hamiltonian eigenstates have a regular behavior with a great overlap with Dicke states; that is: | k ( ) |J, k , for any of the kth, of the (2J + 1) eigenstates. This regular region is defined by the corresponding eigenvalue conditions: 
The first column indicates the corresponding critical point. The second column gives its character and region in the control parameter space. Here, critical variables are 
Within this region, the Hamiltonian (1) is almost diagonal in the Dicke basis states:
That is, for a given set of parameters: {J, γ, λ}, all the energy levels constitute very closely an uniparametric family of straight lines of variable , and m-quantum number as a parameter. Coherent energy minima E ± (0, 0; ) (7) take the exact value for the corresponding, m = ∓J , into the above equation. In between the CES region limited by the (x, y) = (0, 0), relative minima, and the (x, y) = (0, ±y c ), saddle points given at Table 1, the energy level structure possess a number of avoided energy crossings, located approximately at the intersection formed from the continuation of the straight lines Eq. (9); in this way, the evolution of the system exhibits quantum phenomena in its dynamics as it is observed for molecular nano magnets, due to tunneling, at these parameter values. Quantum tunneling of magnetization can be advantageous for some potential applications of SMMs, for example, in providing the quantum superposition of states required for quantum computing [7, 8] . Finally, CES also plays the role of a quantum separatrix for the region in between the saddle points last mentioned and the (x, y) = (±x c , 0), absolute maxima; there, the nature of the avoided crossings is not the reticular one as before, but it is realized pairwise.
Coherent qubits
It is very important to note that, while in the previous work cited above, [1] , and [17] , coherent states play the role of trial states to find a semiclassical approximation to the ground state of the system and also to the first excited state when parity is restored within this formalism; this in not, in any way, a purpose by itself in the present work. In the present manuscript, coherent states are the atomic coherent states treated by themselves with a different approach. Here, they play a more general and important role in the global approach of the problem, as we explain in the following two paragraphs: Field coherent states have maintained a central position in the development of quantum optics since its introduction by Glauber in 1963 [25] . In a dual treatment, the atomic coherent states were introduced [23] , closely related to each other, and with a number of useful properties in common. Usefulness of the field coherent states is firmly established. There also exist physically useful applications of the atomic coherent states, as in the approximate solutions of quantum optics Hamiltonians involving the description of the interaction between N atoms and an electromagnetic field confined to a cavity of finite volume. Also, in a second example, atomic coherent states prove to be very important in the problem of construction of thermodynamic partition functions for large class of spin Hamiltonians. Certainly, these applications depend in a crucial way on the overcompleteness of the atomic coherent states. The resemblance of field, and atomic, coherent states is not solely formal, nor does it come about because the treatments of both follow the same basic pattern; it comes for sound reasons firmly based on group theory [26] . Bloch sphere was introduced by Bloch [27] for the discussion of the nuclear induction experiment; the atomic coherent states, within the particular case of two-level atoms, are called Bloch states. Dicke and Fock states are related to the Bloch and Glauber states.
Quantum coherence is a central concept in physics. Applications such as quantum information processing depend on its understanding and manipulation. In crystalline Fe 8 molecular magnets electronic spins are structurally ordered, and quantum coherence is observed in collective magnon motion of the spins, rather than in single qubit dynamics [9, 10] . In what follows we introduce the concept of coherent qubit using the cartesian coordinates of a coherent state in Eq. (5) and the Bloch sphere.
A qubit [28] , |χ = a|0 + b|1 , where |a| 2 + |b| 2 = 1, is represented as a given point over a unitary spherical surface, 0 , by means of the spherical coordinates, (θ, φ), the Bloch sphere:
This point maps the qubit, |χ , into a cartesian Bloch vector: (x, y, z) = (sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ). Let the coordinates of the coherent state, |ζ ± (x, y) , in Eq. (5), be treated as the cartesian coordinates of a Bloch vector. In this way, we introduce these states as a definition of the coherent qubit states (CQS) basis. Any quantum state of Hamiltonian (1) can be expanded into its associated coherent states basis, and then CQS let us handle quantum information for the most general state evolution of the system. Coherent states, Eq. (5), in terms of qubits amplitudes, |ζ ± (a, b) , are
Qubits stability
Let the system be prepared at a coherent state, |ζ ± , within one of the, (x, y) = (0, 0), SE equilibrium points at any value. Then, the probability that any observation results with the system being at its ground state is given by the following expression: 
From Eq. (5) we find |ζ ± (0, 0) → |J, ∓J . Thus, from Eq. (4), we conclude that this probability goes through a quantum phase transition at the parameter origin, as it is numerically evaluated and plotted in Fig. 2 . Reciprocally, this is also a measure of the overlap among the system ground state and the coherent states at these critical points. It is important to note that the ground state overlaps almost completely with a coherent state corresponding to a critical absolute minima. From the qubit behavior standpoint, there is also a sudden inversion, from a constant value true: (a, b) = (1, 0), to a false: (0, 1), sudden catastrophe, at the critical point parameter = 0 value. Another example of the qubit behavior is given at the separatrix point, = − x . There, the absolute maximum, (0, 0), corresponding to the CES E + , bifurcates into maxima, (0, 0) and saddle points (±x c , 0), as it is described in Table 1 . On this, initial, coalescence point, the qubit associated with these absolute maximum is (a, b) = (1, 0), and as → 0, the ported qubit obeys a linear dependence along this critical point:
Quantum tunneling: Magnetization and fidelity
The magnetic properties of the J = 10, Fe 8 SMM are well described by the spin Hamiltonian Eq. (1), and we adopted the parameter values related to those given in [5] : D = −110.96 Magnetization of the system, as well as expectation value J z , evolves as control parameter changes adiabatically, going through a quantum phase transition when the system crosses the separatrix. This sudden phase behavior changes are numerically evaluated and plotted in Fig. 3 , for some energy eigenstates as an example. There, one observes a stability behavior for the expectation value J z at the outside region of the separatrix and sudden changes at the inner, avoided energy level anticrossings region, due to tunneling. This stability behavior is also observed for the ground, and excited states, quantum Fidelity [29, 30] . Given any state of the system, | s ( ) , its Fidelity at any point in the parameter space is measured in terms of the distance η:
For the ground state, a quantum phase transition occurs at the critical parameter, = 0, as it is revealed by the sudden fall in its Fidelity, shown at Fig. 4 . The avoided level crossing parameter region also corresponds to sudden falls for the Fidelity of those excited states within this region, revealing tunneling between almost degenerated states. This is shown for one of those states at Fig. 5 .
Conclusions
In the present work we study a model SMM Hamiltonian. Quantum and semiclassical phase transition behavior are completely organized by the separatrix of the system. Catastrophe Theory and Coherent State formalisms play the role of a powerful combined tool to tackle a variety of problems in the study of quantum information. Coherent qubit states are introduced by means of the coherent state representation of the system states. Coherent states represent very closely the ground state of the system and demonstrate their importance when they are evaluated at the semiclassic critical points of the ES to study the singular character, due to tunneling, of Fidelity at phase transition points. This deserves further investigation, as it is suggested by its Lorentzian decay at QPT points.
